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Empower Your surveillance solution with remote access by using the TRB140 gateway.
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Challenge
Cameras are placed on site and can be viewed by connecting a monitor to an NVR (network video
recorder). This is all well and good during the day, but it leaves the cameras unattended outside of
business hours because all personnel have left the building.

Solution
Using a TRB140 gateway to provide remote access to the surveillance system via VPN, RMS or
public IP.

Benefits
The TRB140 gateway supports a variety of VPN protocols that can be used to connect multiple local
networks into a single virtual network. This provides safe remote access to other users of the same
VPN from around the world.

Don't feel like configuring or managing a VPN network? No problem - You can achieve the same
result by using Teltonika's RMS (Remote Management System). It provides a well-rounded solution
for managing multiple Teltonika devices from one easy-to-use platform. Furthermore, RMS can also
be used to reach non-Teltonika devices that are connected to the TRB140 gateway.

Want to try out RMS Yourself? Watch this instructional video and register an account by clicking
here. Account creation is completely free and each newly connected device receives a free month-
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long RMS licence giving You more than enough time to try out all the cool features it has to offer!
(To get additional licences, please contact Your trusted sales manager.)

Other benefits include:

Full management of cameras and NVRs via HTTP or HTTPS
Live view and playback from Your smartphone or tablet
Email or SMS alerts if the cameras have an Input/Output system

See also
How You can configure a similar setup

Camera access from VPN
Camera access from smartphone
Camera access via public IP

External links

TRB140 homepage
RMS homepage
Getting started with Teltonika RMS
Get to know the Teltonika RMS interface
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